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ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the teaching of Adolphe François Marie Jaÿ, successor of Jean Baptiste Rondelet, to the chair of building construction of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. The contents and the means of
spread of the technical knowledge and, above all, the topics of the assigned building construction competition programs, put in evidence the close link between didactics and architectural practice, established by Jaÿ
in the crucial phase of a new legitimation of professional role of the architect. Without to deny the contribution
of the history of the architecture to the learning of the constructive cultures, the competition programs elaborated by Jaÿ express the osmosis between his teacher’s activity and his architect’s works in particular for the
municipal administration of Paris. From the end of the 1820s to the beginning of the 1860s, the technical and
functional characteristics of the architectures and infrastructures of the contemporary city emerge through the
competition themes and drawings.

With the exception of the pioneering research of Jean-Pierre Epron (Epron, J.-P. ; Gross, D. ; Simon, J.-M. 1977)
and of Bertrand Lemoine (Lemoine, B. 1987, 1990), the historiography dedicated to the didactic context of the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts has assigned little importance to the teaching of building construction. Only recently has
interest resurfaced in this pivotal aspect of beaux-arts culture through the study of the interwar period in the
twentieth century (Brucculeri, A. 2006) and of trends during the early nineteenth century (Middleton, R. ; Baudouin-Matuszek, M.-N. 2007, pp. 233-270).
The key role played in this trend by the first person that held the construction chair at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
(1806-24), Jean-Baptiste Rondelet, is well known. In 1812, the creation of two construction competitions, en
charpente and en maçonnerie, initiated a learning system based upon both the practice of drawing and of
emulation projects. On the threshold of the 1820s, Rondelet promoted a further extension of the number of examinations: a concours de construction sur l’emploi des métaux established in 1820, followed the year after by
the concours de construction en général which constituted a synthesis of expertise on the theme of construction and which remains the only examination of that type after 1867. The school regulations of 27 December
1823 confirm the importance of this range of construction competitions in the school exam hierarchy: the first
distinction obtained in each of the four concours de construction is a condition necessary for promotion from
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the deuxième to the première classe, that is one more than the distinctions requested in the architecture
competitions (AN, AJ52/1 and AJ52/791).
The impact of these measures on the Ecole des beaux-arts didactics will be decisive in the subsequent decades. Nonetheless, the actions of the construction chair successor, Adolphe François Marie Jaÿ (1889-1871)
have yet to be explored in detail. Assistant to Rondelet since 1820 and nominated in turn as construction professor in June 1824 (AN, AJ52/462), he remained in office for well over forty years until the study reforms decreed in 1863, he was the protagonist of a career straddling didactics and the profession in the public works
sector: Jaÿ is the heir of Rondelet’s teaching and divulger of constructive practical experience. This contribution is the result of an initial research phase studying his work. We have concentrated our attention upon the
construction competition programs formulated by Jaÿ – studying the original manuscripts spanning the years
1837-1863 that are conserved in the National Archives (Paris) – and upon competition drawings presented by
students, that are a part of the Ecole nationale supérieure des Beaux-Art’s archives.
The construction drawing, a pedagogical and professional means
Jaÿ's didactic approach inherits a salient character from the teachings of Rondelet: the inseparable bond between mathematical science and the practice of drawing as a control tool for architectural projects. This
bond holds its roots in the genesis of technical teaching in France during the second half of the eighteenth
century. The competition approach adopted by Rondelet for the Ecole des Beaux-Arts construction course
shows considerable affinity to what was the didactic organisation of the Ecole royale des Ponts et Chaussées
from the second half of the 1770s to the first years of the 1790s. At the beginning of the nineteenth century,
whilst the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussées, as well as the Ecole du Génie and the Ecole polytechnique, directed
their didactic projects towards a typically scientific training, drawing established itself as a means capable of
making construction and building systems comprehensible, and through which the architect expressed his
mastery within the project’s administrative phase.
The teaching of Jaÿ at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts sustain and spread this interpretation of drawing for a large
part of the nineteenth century. It is no accident that from 1835 to 1870 Jaÿ will also be the professor of architecture for the Ecole de Dessin et des Mathématiques in Paris. In the years following the Restoration period,
thanks to the organization of courses of architecture assigned to experts in the disciplinary field, the Ecoles de
Dessin become a privileged place to be for the diffusion of linear drawing practice, as opposed to that of
freehand (D’Enfert, R. 2003, pp. 163-167). In the era of industrial development, this is perceived firstly as the exact representation of an architectural object, as expression of the mathematical calculation.
Mathematics is an integral part of the cultural knowledge of the professor of construction. Jaÿ, who shares the
career of teacher divided between the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the Ecole de Dessin with the professor of
mathematics, Jean-Baptiste Omer Lavit (D’Enfert R. ; Frossart, R. ; Leben, U. ; Martin, S. 2004, p. 94), demonstrates specific knowledge and interest in the subject. Evidence of this can be found in the titles of treatises
and studies elaborated starting from the middle of the eighteenth century, present in his library list. These
range from the general syntheses – cours or éléments de mathématiques - by Belidor, Bézout, Camus, Rivers, to
the specific treatise regarding arithmetic (Bézout, Tisserand, Bourdon), algebra (Bossut, Clairaut, Lemoine
d’Essoies), geometry (Leclerc, Mauduit, Tédenat) and differential calculus (Boucharlat, Garnier) (AN,
AJ52/821).
The Jaÿ’s didactics express the synthesis between the mathematical culture and the traditional savoir faire of
the appareilleur, the charpentier, and the arpenteur, to which the list of works in his library give equal evidence. His recruitment at the Ecole de Dessin appears to be significant for this purpose. The appointment of
Jaÿ as the “professeur de stabilité des édifices, architecture, coupe des pierres et des bois” (Almanach des
bâtimens 1836, p. 269) has more than one link with the background of his predecessor, Jean-Paul Douliot, who
died before his time in 1834. The originator of the introduction of a cours de construction (1818) at the Ecole
royale de Dessin, in which theoretical knowledge and building site practices converged, Douliot linked the descriptive geometry to the coupe des pierres and to the charpente en bois (D’Enfert R. ; Frossart, R. ; Leben, U. ;
Martin, S. 2004, pp. 95-96 ; Douliot, J.-P. 1826-1835). Organising his teaching following a path that progressively
tackles “la géométrie pratique, l’arithmétique et le toisé, l’arpentage, la coupe des pierres, la charpente, les
éléments d’architecture” (Almanach des bâtimens 1836, p. 269), Jaÿ seems to find a reference and confirmation of his course characteristics at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Douliot’s works. By no coincidence, Jaÿ will edit
the new edition of Traité spécial de la coupe des pierres which Douliot had, at the same time “habile praticien
[…] [et] savant professeur”, published in 1825 and for which the readers who had demanded a reprint were
greatly appreciative of “[l’]ordre méthodique”, “[la] clarté des descriptions” and “[le] choix des exemples”
(Douliot, J.-P. 1862-69, p. III).
The interest in technical literature suitable for the needs of the praticiens is symptomatic of Jaÿ’s cultural position, straddling between science and profession: although the Géometrie descriptive by Gaspard Monge
does not appear in his library's list of works, Jaÿ will be remembered, following his death, “[pour] sa science
profonde, […] sa puissance d’abstraction; […] sa capacité toute particulière, supérieure peut-être à celle de
Monge, pour comprendre et poser les problèmes les plus ardus de la géométrie descriptive” (Baltard, V. 1871,
p. 2).
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Between teaching and building: an education to architectural practice
Jaÿ’s teaching at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts appears to be linked to his distinctive professional experience: the
attention paid to the acquisition, by the students, of practical experience in designing project constructive details confirms the activities he undertook at the Service des Travaux d’Architecture de la Ville de Paris. In this
context, Jaÿ experiences a true ascent starting from the assignment of simple conducteur for public works. Already conducteur, then inspecteur and finally architecte of the Entrepôt des Boissons, he performed the role
of construction work inspecteur for the Seine department prisons and in this context he collaborated with his
father-in-law, Louis Pierre Baltard, professor of architectural theory at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. Inspecteur
principal for the construction works of the Barrières of Paris, Jaÿ also accomplished the construction of the
Charenton and Ménilmontant barrières, which Ledoux had left unfinished, and those of Roquette, Poissonnière, Rochechouart and Sèvres, designed by Jacques Molinos. Nominated architecte en chef for the building
of the Dépôt de police, after having been an inspecteur for fifteen years, he then followed the operational
phase (1826-31) starting with the modified project of Hubert Rohault de Fleury. From 1831 he was a part of the
Agence des travaux des Greniers de réserve de Paris: their construction, initiated in 1807 and directed by Delannoy, Caristie and Gournier, will be completed under his direction in 1848 (Lacaine, A.-V. ; Laurent, H.-C.
1844-66). In that same year, 1831, Jaÿ enters once and for all in the municipal administration system, within the
new division in five sections of the Service ordinaire des travaux d’architecture. Alongside Hyppolite Godde,
Antoine-Marie Peyre, Jean François Julien Ménager and Louis Pierre Baltard, respectively at the head of the
first, third, fourth and fifth section, Jaÿ is called to manage the Section des Douanes, Abattoirs et Dépôts (Van
Zanten, D. 1994, p. 57). As architecte de la Ville de Paris for this section, he will attend to, amongst other things,
the construction sites for the Entrepôt des Vins and the restoration and completion of the two columns for the
barrière du Trône.
As well as being clear in the competition programs elaborated by Jaÿ, in particular starting from the 1830s, the
impact of his professional undertakings already transpires in the structure he gives to his construction theory tuition. In this context we must consider Jaÿ’s expanded reissue (1825) of the Nouvelle Architecture Pratique ou
Bullet rectifié, revised and corrected version of L’Architecture pratique by Pierre Bullet (1691), published in 1812
by the Corps royal des Mines engineer, Godefroy Alexandre Miché. Jaÿ developed the parts relating to natural sciences, architecture techniques and the juridical regulations (Charon, A. 2008, p. 64 ; Jaÿ, A.-F.-M. ;
Miché, G.-A. 1825). This reissue is telltale of the didactic project of Rondelet’s successor, just nominated the
previous year. The Traité théorique et pratique de l’art de bâtir (Rondelet, J.-B. 1802-17), published once again
during the second half of the 1820s and immediately after the death of Rondelet (1830-32), completed and
updated by Abel Blouet (1847-48) and republished up until the end of the 1870s (Lemoine, B. 1987, pp. 21-26;
Middleton, R. ; Baudouin-Matuszek, M.-N. 2007, pp. 212-232; Shapiro-Comte, B. 2008, p. 184) certainly continues
to be an essential reference for the learning of the “empiric rules of construction” (Epron, J.-P. ; Gross, D. ;
Simon, J.-M. 1977, p. 95). At the same time, the updated re-edition of the Bullet rectifié by Miché as a tool for
study and knowledge of project’s execution after Jaÿ’s promotion from the role of répétiteur to the rank of
professeur of construction, corresponds with the desire to accompany the monumental work of Rondelet with
a more agile didactic tool and, if possible, one more anchored to contemporary architectural practice, without relinquishing the legacy of a long standing constructive culture, of which the Bullet work is an exemplary
demonstration.
Jaÿ’s Résumé des leçons de construction… jusqu’en 1864 (Jaÿ, A.-F.-M. s.d.), the only publication regarding his
teachings at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, provides a synthesis of the themes dealt with during the three years into
which the course is divided, closely linked to the quarterly competition program proposed to the students
(Lemoine, B. 1990, p. 28). The creation of a collection of models (AN, AJ52/449) and a rich library, already established by Rondelet, offers Jaÿ a further didactic support to use not only during his theoretical teaching, but
also during the tuition workshops that he probably held. However it is the index of the two re-edition volumes of
Bullet rectifié that in our opinion provide us with the most probable outline of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts’ new
professor of constructions course structure. The sequence of four “divisions” through which the two work volumes deal with the argument of “practical architecture”, regarding the mathematics (1) and the natural sciences (2), mechanical arts that depend upon architectural works (3), up to the litigious regulation part (4),
seem to anticipate the articulation in seven divisions of Jaÿ’s course contents passed on as follows: the “notions générales” and the “description des matériaux [et] de leurs préparations” in the first year; “la connaissance de l’emploi des matériaux et celle des éléments de construction avec leur application à
l’établissement des édifices” the following year; and finally, “les notions sur les appréciations des dépenses et
sur l’administration, la législation des constructions et les affaires contentieuses” (Jaÿ, A.-F.-M. s.d., p. 2).
The attention that Jaÿ dedicates to practical architecture, allows him to underline the role of the architect
and the control he should have on different hierarchical levels during the building construction phases. He will
measure their importance through his personal experience, during the course of his professional career serving
the administration of the Ville de Paris. The first pages of the fourth division of the Bullet rectifié are enlightening
for this purpose: they tackle, in succession, “la conduite des travaux d’architecture, […] ceux qui y sont
employés, […] leurs honoraires, salaires et bénéfices […], l’architecte et ses fonctions […], les inspecteurs et
contrôleurs de bâtimens […], les entrepreneurs […], mesureurs et vérificateurs des bâtimens […], commis et
conducteurs de travaux […], appareilleurs [et] ouvriers en bâtimens” (Jaÿ, A.-F.-M. ; Miché, G.-A. 1825, vol. 2,
pp. 2-17).
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The close link between architecture and constructive practice promoted by Jaÿ goes hand in hand with the
principle of construction intended as a specific field where the multiple lessons of the history of architecture
can be read. The attention that Jaÿ’s course at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts aroused in the pages of the Revue
générale de l’architecture et des travaux publics highlights this aspect. The comparison between the opening
lessons of Jaÿ’s course for the school year 1847-48, and that of the history of architecture, held then by
Hippolyte Lebas (Boifava, B. 2003 ; Largier, F. 2005), appears to César Daly to be extremely instructive for this
purpose. The lesson provided by Jaÿ, that alone could have offered material for approximately ten lessons in
the history of architecture, highlights a fundamental principle: “La science de la construction […] doit profiter
des enseignements de tous les temps, des expériences que fournissent tous les styles et tous les systèmes
d’architecture” (Daly, C. 1847-48b, col. 437). If the previous year the same Daly couldn’t do without
underlining the proscription of the ogive in the concours de construction en fer program assigned by Jaÿ to his
students (AN, AJ52/133, f. 39r ; Daly, C. 1847-48a), only a few months later he attributed to Jaÿ the credit for a
possibly new and certainly successful method: “combiner dans un même enseignement la théorie de la
construction et l’histoire de l’art de bâtir”. Within the competition strategy against civil engineering training,
which since 1829 can count upon courses created at the Ecole centrale des Arts et Manufactures (De
Camberousse, C. 1879, pp. 10-36), a similar approach could reveal itself to be a winning one thus reassigning
the architect with a knowledge based upon both scientific knowledge and construction experience.
Compared to the use that Jaÿ makes, Daly defines the history of architecture as “le résumé de l’expérience
humaine en matière de construction” (Daly, C. 1847-48b, col. 438). This enables the widest legitimation of the
eclectic approach applied to historical styles on which project theory at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts is founded
(Epron, J.-P. 1997). On the other hand, it is in the different way of approaching the link with history of
architecture that we can see Jaÿ and Viollet-le-Duc’s diverging orientations, they were already colleagues at
the Ecole de Dessin (1844-50) and Viollet-le-Duc encouraged the teaching reform of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
as a result of which Eugène Louis Millet replaced Jaÿ, in the autumn of 1863.
The building construction competitions
The programs prepared by Jaÿ for the four different building construction competitions and the designs
presented by the students following his course at the Ecole des beaux-arts constitute the most effective
evidence to capture the topics discussed so far. The competitions offer a fundamental specimen of the
privileged relationship that Jaÿ’s teaching held with the history of architecture. Right from the very first
programs that were assigned, the reference to historical architecture as an object for application of
constructional knowledge held a central position. The Ancient Roman period offers a repertory of programs
that vary from the study of the roofing of a pronaos in a temple with a layout similar to that of the Roman
Pantheon (concours de construction en fer, 1827, BENSBA, CF 15-21) to the constructive definition of the
roofing for a theatre with which the students had to wrestle during the summer of 1857, based upon the
theatrum tectum in Pompei – Jaÿ attached the plan and section of this ancient theatre (AN, AJ52/133, ff. 8485) –. Italian Renaissance architecture, on the other hand, constituted a constant reference in the competition
programs that Jaÿ elaborated.
From the theme of Julius III’s villa, examined on more than one occasion (1829,1848), and the theme of
palladian villa Trissino in Meledo (1860) (Fig. 1), to the Palazzo Caprarola referred to in two competitions over a
time span of twenty years (1842, 1859), passing via the details construction of Palazzo Trissino in Vicenza (1830,
1856) or Palazzo Farnese and Palazzo Barberini in Rome (1845 and 1861 respectively), as subjects for the
requested studies, the reference to Renaissance architecture is founded in publications by Percier and
Fontaine, and even more so in the more recent publications by Paul Letarouilly upon modern architecture in
Rome (Letarouilly, P. 1840-57). The architectural survey of the historical buildings is therefore a tool for
knowledge acquisition regarding constructed architecture. This performs an educational function with respect
to the dimension of the project’s execution. His fall back into didactics and the study of constructive
proceedings is evident during this period at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, not only for the Renaissance
architecture, but also for the ancient architecture. The surveys of a part of the Roman Forum and the
monuments situated along the Via Sacra published by Auguste Caristie (Caristie, A. 1821), are an essential
complement together with the updated descriptions of Antonio Nibby (Nibby, A. 1838-41), for understanding
the remains of the Basilica of Maxentius, the building selected on 4 October 1847 for the detailed construction
study requested within the general building construction competition (Fig. 1). The direct contact with these
archaeological remains and architecture that Jaÿ, student of Percier (1811-19), was able to experience during
his stay in Rome from 1817 to 1819, most certainly had an impact on the choice of these contents and
assumes a propaedeutic character for his didactic and professional activities.
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Figure 1: General construction competition programs. Left: Maison de campagne et dépendances, 1860, Plan,
section and facade of villa Trissino, Meledo; (AN, AJ52/133, f. 100r). Right: Edifice public destiné aux expositions
temporaires…, 1847, Plan and section of the Basilica of Maxentius, Rome;
(AN, AJ52/133, f. 44r)
These historical references enable understanding of the single architectonic-structural elements and their
position within the chronology of events. The attention paid, for example, to the architecture of the Palazzo
Farnese, “incontestablement [l’]un des plus beaux [édifices] de Rome Moderne […] [qui] se fait aussi
remarquer par les soins apportés dans sa construction” (AN, AJ52/133, concours sur l’emploi de la pierre, 6
January 1845, f. 33r), results in the instruction for a detailed study of the masonry construction of the great
staircase. Ten years later, the request to present, for a concours de construction en pierre, the study of a spiral
staircase of Saint-Gilles “disposé à l’instar de celui du Palais de Caprarola bâti par Vignole”, is the pretext to
contextualize the specific example throughout the history of architecture – from Trajan’s column to villa Giulia
– and the theoretic handling – from Palladio to Rondelet – of stairs as a compositive and constructive element
(AN, AJ52/133, Observations à joindre au programme du 9 avril 1855, f. 74v).
However, the historic reference is also a pretext to reflect upon the innovative programs, direct expression of
original functional requirements. The previous reference to the Constantine Basilica in the general construction
program (4 October 1847), is related to a study requesting constructive details of a public building destined for
the temporary exhibition of sculptural monuments and products from the metal industry (Fig. 1). After the
success of the national exhibition of industrial manufactures in 1844 and in the wake of the new exhibition
planned in Paris for 1849 (Hamon, F. 2005, p. 63), the spatial and structural partition of the ancient roman
building is a means for reflection upon the spaces and structure of the exhibition rooms and the studios of a
modern expositive pavilion.
The reference to historical architecture represents a comparative tool for the application of new technologies,
such as those connected to the structural use of iron in building roofing. The previously mentioned concours de
construction en fer of 1857 dedicated to the construction of the metallic roofing structure of an ancient
theatre, is one of the last examples of a tested approach. Right from the very first years of his didactic
experience, Jaÿ asked his students for drawings of the couverture en fer forgé et en fer fondu en forme d’arc
de cloître surhaussé, de la salle dite de la Ragione à Padoue (1829) or the couverture en fer d’un édifice
antique converti en église moderne sous le nom de St. Etienne (1836) (BENSBA, CF 27-29, 49).
The attention paid to history does not hinder openness to contemporary constructive and architectural
culture. Already the first programs of the concours pour l’emploi des métaux elaborated by Jaÿ, betray the
diffusion, outside of the Ecole confines, of the new metallic construction technology, whether dealing with the
typical elements of an iron and brick floor (1826) or the methodological classification of different types of iron
assemblies (1832) (BENSBA, CF 10-14, 35-40). Based upon the first specialist publications such as those by Bury
and Hoyau (Bury, J.-B. ; Hoyau 1826) and Thiollet (Thiollet, F. 1832), but also with direct reference to the most
recent Parisian creations such as the iron and glass roof of the Saucède passage (1825) or the roof of the
Bourse building (1807-25) – not to mention the Pont des Arts and the Halle aux Blés – , the students draw a
catalogue of different technical solutions (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2 : C. Fortier, Classification méthodique de tous les différents genres
d’assemblages des fers et métaux…, 1832 ; (Coll. ENSBA, CF 35, vol. 5, pl. 3)
Jaÿ also integrates building heating and ventilation systems within the technical innovation horizon. Machines
enter, by right, to play a part in the constructive details requested by Jaÿ in his competition programs. As of
1830, he dedicated an entire program (concours de construction en fer) to detailed presentation of Pompes
foulantes et aspirantes en usage dans le bâtiment (Fig. 3). Beyond the understanding of the mathematical
and physical principles diffused in the machine courses recently introduced by Navier at the Ecole des Ponts
et Chaussées (1820) and by Poncelet at the Ecole de Metz (1825) (Chatzis K. 1994, p. 102), the objective of the
graphic exercise is the operational machine drawing practice as divulged by recueils such as the Choix de
modèles appliqués à l’enseignement du dessin des machines by Charles Nicolas Louis Leblanc (ShapiroComte, B. 2008, p. 190).

Figure 3 : V. B. Boué, Pompes foulantes et aspirantes, 1831; (Coll. ENSBA, CF 32, vol. 4, pl. 41)
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Figure 4 : P. Sédille, Application du fer à la construction de serres…, 1859 ;
(Coll. ENSBA, CF 149, vol. 19, pl. 30)
The competition programs elaborated by Jaÿ contemplate in particular the architectural and infrastructural
typologies that, straddling the 1830s and 1840s, become the main fields for experimentation of iron and cast
iron metallic structures. It’s not by chance that Jaÿ returns more than once on the subject of glasshouses. At
the same time as this functional category provided its first examples of iron and glass constructions by means
of the Charles Rohault de Fleury’s projects for the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, Jaÿ proposed as a program for
the concours sur l’emploi des métaux, the construction of a large glasshouse within a winter garden, it needed
to be capable of accommodating large trunk plants, 66 metres tall and 22 wide, with a load bearing structure
in iron and cast iron, furnished with a heater, pump, cistern, water distribution tanks and pipes (AN, AJ52/133,
concours sur l’emploi des métaux, 6 July 1840, f. 14r). Twenty years later, various sized greenhouses are still part
of the competition program for the creation of a “établissement d’horticulture pour acclimater ou élever des
plantes tropicales” (AN, AJ52/133, concours sur l’emploi des métaux, 4 July 1859, f. 93r) (Fig. 4). Above all, the
design of infrastructures illustrates the structural use of iron, whether dealing with totally new functional programs, such as railway terminals, or programs that attest the continuity of innovation starting from the first structural uses of iron at the end of the eighteenth century. Whilst in Paris the first railway station had just been inaugurated in 1836, on the line that joined the capital and Saint-Germain-en-Laye, and the first major line, ParisOrléans, is in progress, the students on Jaÿ’s construction course tackled, in July 1841, the detailed constructive
drawings “en fer fondu et en fer forgé et autres métaux qui peuvent être employés dans l’établissement d’une
gare de stationnement d’un chemin de fer” (AN, AJ52/133, concours sur l’emploi des métaux, 1st July 1841,
f. 17r), from the metallic carpentry of the building’s roof to the locomotive (Fig. 5). On the other hand, starting
from 1824, the project for a bridge with load bearing iron beams is a competition theme destined to be repeated several times (1834, 1839, 1847), on the wake of the last theme (un pont biais en fer) assigned by Rondelet in that year (Fig. 6).
The interest in metallic construction does not in any case deny the importance assigned, via specific construction competitions, to the traditional techniques of wooden carpentry and masonry constructions. Certainly, the
competition programs feel the immediate effect of the decisive events in the diffusion of iron technology. In
April 1845 the professor of construction proposed a comparative analysis of wooden carpentry for the roofing
of three hexagonal rooms with sides of 4, 7 and 10 metres as a theme for the concours de charpente. But a
few months after the strike that from June to November 1845 paralysed the wooden carpentry sector in Paris
and increased the use of iron in floor and roof structures (Guillerme, A. 1995, p. 26), the concours sur l’emploi
des métaux program (6 July 1846) asked the students to provide constructive details of the metallic roofing
carpentry for a hall 90 metres long and 35 wide. However, despite the exponential diffusion of iron in the Parisian building sites starting from the second half of the 1840s, the texts of the concours de charpente written by
Jaÿ until the beginning of the 1860s will more than once praise the use of wood in construction.
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Figure 5 : P. Trémaux, Construction en fer forgé et fondu d’une gare de chemin de fer, 1841;
(Coll. ENSBA, CF 63, vol. 8, pl. 13)
However, Jaÿ’s teaching gives important space to masonry construction and the culture of the coupe des pierres that in the meantime had become the vector of the great revolution of scientific control of traditional
brickwork building through the projections of descriptive geometry and structural mechanical mathematical
models (Sakarovitch, J. 1998, pp. 218-246). From the end of the eighteenth century, the construction of bridges,
and in particular of ponts biais, represents a privileged terrain in this sense (Becchi, A. ; Foce, F. 2002, pp. 6980). This same theme reappears in a few of the concours de construction en pierre programs proposed by Jaÿ.
Of three bridge projects requested with an almost clockwork regularity over the years 1850 (1851, 1854, 1859),
the first two concern the construction of a pont biais and the first of these is associated with the theme of railway viaducts (Fig. 6). And once again, on the occasion of the concours de la coupe des pierres in 1860, on
the eve of the new edition of the Douliot treatise (1862-69), the program presented to the students included
the construction of a Pont biais in fourth place within a true catalogue of typical works of the stereotomy
technique: “1. un raccord de deux murs, 2. Une porte biaise, 3. Une arrière-voussure de Marseille, [...] 5. Une
voûte en arc-de-cloître, 6. Une trompe dans un angle droit, 7. Une descente droite rachetant un berceau, 8.
Un escalier en vis de Saint-Gilles rond”. Jaÿ reasserts the role of the science of the coupe des pierres as “[l’un]
des différents moyens que la construction emploie pour perfectionner les travaux de maçonnerie” (AN,
AJ52/133, concours sur l’emploi de la pierre, 2 April 1860, f. 97r).

Figure 6 : Iron and masonry construction competitions. Left: E. A. Villain, Pont biais…, 1847; (Coll. ENSBA, CF 88,
vol. 12, pl. 28); Right: L. C. Bruyerre, Viaduc en pont biais…, 1851; (Coll. ENSBA, CP 124, vol. 15, pl. 14)
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The osmosis between didactic and professional sphere can be measured in the combination of the various
skills of architectonic practice, from the graphical representation of the various constructive techniques,
through to the writing of those mémoires descriptifs et estimatifs often requested by Jaÿ of his students reminiscent of the devis prepared in agence. A considerable number of programs, detailed in functional and constructive requirements, appear to be linked to the reality of public works on a municipal and departmental
scale. Jaÿ asks his students to draw the constructive details for the head office for civil and judicial archives of
the Seine department (1844), for a hospital (1844, 1854), for a public building destined to become the office of
the Justice of Peace (1845), for a project for a town hall in a city with 20 000 inhabitants (1852), for various
churches and their roofs (1840, 1843, 1847, 1849, 1858) – From 1825 Jaÿ is involved in the restoration of the cathedral of Dijon (AN, AJ52/441).
Contact with professional reality is even more marked when the programs are the same ones Jaÿ uses as
manager of the Section des Douanes, Abattoirs et Dépôts in the Paris municipal office of public works. The
category of magasins, dépôts and entrepôts occupies a key role in the definition of a few competition themes
for the use of iron. The program of 1837 for the detailed constructive study of a magasin destiné à recevoir des
marchandises coloniales is the first example. The same theme reappears in the competition program assigned
on 10 July 1854, whilst the project of Un entrepôt réel des douanes and the detailed study of the metallic structure necessary for its creation are requested by Jaÿ respectively on 5 July 1852 and 1st July 1861. Jaÿ goes so
far as to ask the students to study the constructive details for a Grenier de réserve (14 July 1856), that is to say
exactly the same functional program as the building completed in 1848 in boulevard Bourdon in Paris, for
which he had managed the final building phases. Similarly, the attention paid to the urban typology of the
public abattoir (1839, 1862) in the general construction competition is exemplary. In this case, the concomitance with contemporary projects is evident. L’étude des construction des différentes parties d’un Abattoir
Public, theme assigned to the students on 6 October 1862 (AN, AJ52/133, f. 109r), positions itself alongside the
events that lead to the creation of the Villette Abattoirs Généraux (1859-67).
Contemporary functional characteristics of the city become the core of the themes presented by Jaÿ to the
students for the competitions. In October 1849, on the base of the contents introduced in its course since the
lessons of the first year (Jaÿ, A.-F.-M. s.d., pp. 3 and 7), he proposes, as the program for the general construction competition: L’étude des constructions qui contribuent le plus à l’assainissement et à la salubrité nécessaires à une Ville. Six years later, in the same years in which the Baron Haussmann is defining the program and
starting the installation of the water and drains network in the capital, the students once again struggle in the
same competition category, with L’étude de la construction des parties d’une Ville de 100 000 âmes, propres
à concourir à sa salubrité. The works of the students are requested to tackle the threefold theme of the supply
of drinking water, the seclusion of putrescible waste and the disposal of harmful gases and vapours. Aqueducts, channels, water pipes, fountains, wells, cisterns, tanks, basins, pumps, sewers, lavatories, drains, chimneys, furnaces, and ventilation systems represent the areas of practice. Amongst the most significant works
presented for this competition are those of one of the major disclosers of the beaux-arts architectural theory
between the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century: Julien Guadet (Fig. 7).

Figure 7 : J. Guadet, Constructions propres à concourir à la salubrité d’une ville de 100 000 âmes…, 1856 ;
(Coll. ENSBA, CG 128, vol. 23, pl. 4)
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CONCLUSIONS
In the rapidly changing cultural context of the first half of the nineteenth century, Jaÿ tries to give a new role to
the architects’ professional practice, legitimating and highlighting its importance. Without breaking with the
tradition developed by Bullet until Rondelet, theory and practice become for Jaÿ equally essential from a didactic point of view, so, as a result knowledge and control of the construction process and techniques become a crucial lesson to be learnt by students.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Guadet himself, in his Eléments et théorie de l’architecture (190104), acts somehow as an interpreter for Jaÿ’s teaching and reasserts the key role of construction, intended at
the same time as art and science, in the architectural culture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts students:
“L’architecture n’a qu’une raison d’être, bien nette, bien visible: construire. Ce mot résume toutes les fonctions
de l’architecte, car conserver, réparer, restaurer, c’est encore construire. Construire est à la fois le but de
l’architecte et le moyen dont il dispose” (Guadet, J. s.d. [1901-04], vol. 1, p. 7).
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